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Abstract
We have developed a quantum Monte Carlo application for the computation
of energy eigenvalues for atoms and ions in strong magnetic fields. We use
guiding wave functions obtained by Hartree-Fock-Rothaan calculations. For
these calculations, we use previously published code C. Schimeczek, D. Engel, G. Wunner, Comp. Phys. Comm. 183, 1502 – 1510 (2012)], as well
as the recently developed 2DLHFR method described in an accompanying
publication.
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Operating system: Linux
RAM: 500 MByte per node
Number of processors used: 1–∼ 1000
Keywords: neutron star magnetic fields, atomic data, quantum Monte Carlo
Classification: 2.1 Atomic Physics - Structure and Properties
External routines/libraries: Boost::Serialization, Boost::MPI, LAPACK SLATEC
Unusual features: The program needs approximate wave functions computed with
another method as input.
Nature of problem:
Quantitative modellings of features observed in the X-ray spectra of isolated neutron stars are hampered by the lack of sufficiently large and accurate databases for
atoms and ions up to the last fusion product iron, at high magnetic field strengths.
The predominant amount of line data in the literature has been calculated with
Hartree-Fock methods, which are intrinsically restricted in precision. Our code
is intended to provide a powerful tool for calculating very accurate energy values
from, and thereby improving the quality of, existing Hartree-Fock results.
Solution method:
The Fixed-phase quantum Monte Carlo method is used in combination with guiding functions obtained in Hartree-Fock calculations. The guiding functions are
created from single-electron orbitals ψi which are either products of a wave function in the z-direction (the direction of the magnetic field) and an expansion of
the wave function perpendicular to the
PNLdirection of the magnetic field in terms
of Landau states, ψi (ρ, ϕ, z) = Pi (z) n=0 tin φni (ρ, ϕ), or a full two-dimensional
expansion
using separate z-wave functions for each Landau level, i.e. ψi (ρ, ϕ, z) =
PNL
n=0 Pni (z)φni (ρ, ϕ). In the first form, the tin are expansion coefficients, and the
expansion is cut off at some maximum Landau level quantum number NL . In the
second form, the expansion coefficients are contained in the respective Pni .
Restrictions:
The method itself is very flexible and not restricted to a certain interval of magnetic
field strengths. However, the HFFER II and 2DLHFR methods can only obtain
guiding functions in the regime of strong magnetic fields.
Running time: 1 minute - several days
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1. Introduction
The analysis of absorption features in the spectra of magnetic white
dwarfs and neutron stars requires large data sets of atomic energy levels
and transitions. Due to the huge number of computations that need to be
performed to create a comprehensive database, the speed of the numerical
method used is absolutely vital. In the accompanying paper [? ], hereafter
paper 1, we have presented an implementation of a Hartree-Fock-Roothaan
method that is capable of quickly calculating energy levels and oscillator
strengths for electronic systems with up to 26 electrons with good accuracy.
It is well known however, that Hartree-Fock methods are unable to treat
correlation effects correctly. Methods such as full configuration interaction
(Full CI) that take these effects into account on the other hand are numerically very costly and have so far only been used to create large data sets for
helium [1, 2, 3] and some exemplary results for lithium and beryllium [4, 5].
Although such computationally expensive methods are not appropriate to
build large data sets, it is still highly desirable to have a measure of the errors
of the Hartree-Fock results. Monte Carlo methods are an ideal candidate to
provide an estimate of these errors as they can use the Hartree-Fock results
for the wavefunctions as input and further improve the values for the binding energies of the corresponding state. The combination of Hartree-Fock
calculations with Monte Carlo methods is often used in quantum chemistry
[6, 7, 8] due to its flexibility and its high accuracy that can compete with the
results from Full CI. With the latter method the step from a two electron
system to a three electron system is already a nontrivial task, whereas we
successfully applied our method to states with up to 26 electrons.
In this paper we present our implementations of the variational quantum
Monte Carlo method (VQMC) and the fixed-phase diffusion quantum Monte
Carlo method [9, 10, 11] (FPDQMC) that are specifically designed to use
the results from the Hartree-Fock methods presented in paper 1 as well as in
the earlier references [12, 13] and have been shown to yield highly accurate
results [14, 15].
The Hartree-Fock method in paper 1 in combination with the possibility
to check the quality of its results with the program at hand is an ideal tool
to create the large data sets of atomic energy levels and oscillator strengths
needed in astrophysical applications.
We start our discussion with a general introduction of both the VQMC
and the FPDQMC method in sections 2 and 3. In section 4 we compare
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different ansätze for the expansion of the single-electron wave functions and
the construction of trial functions. Then, in section 5, we discuss some
modifications of the standard algorithm that we implemented to adapt the
methods to our problem. We present a small selection of results in section
6 to compare the accuracy that we achieve with Full CI calculations, before
we explain the details of the implementation and the usage of the program
in section 7.
2. Variational quantum Monte Carlo
Variational methods are an important tool to gain approximate solutions
of the time-independent Schrödinger equation. In order to use Monte-Carlo
methods for a variational approach, we introduce the energy functional E[Ψ]
in the form
R 2
ΨG (R)EL,T (R)dV
R 2
,
(1)
E[Ψ] =
ΨG (R)dV
where
EL,T (R) =

HΨT (R)
.
ΨT (R)

(2)

is the local energy of the trial function ΨT and ΨG = |ΨT | is the guiding
function, both of which are constructed from the approximate wave function
obtained in the Hartree-Fock calculation. For details see Sec. 4. Here,
R = (r1 , . . . rN ) is a position vector in full configuration space.
VQMC uses an ensemble of W random walkers that move through the
configuration space. In each step a new position R0 for each walker at position
R is proposed as R0 = R+χ, where the components of χ are uniform random
variates. Due to the strong magnetic field, the wave functions extend much
farther in z-direction than in x- and y-direction. We take this into account
by choosing different intervals for the z- and the x-y-components of χ.
To ensure that the ensemble creates a statistical representation of Ψ2G an
acceptance-rejection step is included according to the Metropolis sampling
algorithm [16, 6], i.e. the proposed step is accepted with probability


Ψ2G (R0 )
0
.
(3)
A(R ← R) = min 1, 2
ΨG (R)
In general, the step size should be chosen such that the average step acceptance ratio is about 50% [6].
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Figure 1: Course of a VQMC simulation. The simulation starts with an initial distribution
of walkers. During nequ equilibration steps the ensemble is distributed according to Ψ2G .
An estimate for E[Ψ] is computed during the following nstat steps.

Figure 1 summarizes the course of a VQMC simulation. Starting from a
carefully selected initial distribution, see 5.1 for details, the ensemble moves
nequ equilibration steps according to this procedure after which it statistically
represents Ψ2G , before statistical data on the energies are extracted. During
the following nstat steps, estimates for E[Ψ] are calculated by evaluating
Ē

(j)

W
1 X
=
EL,T (Ri ),
W i=1

(4)

where Ri is the position of the ith walker in the jth step. Ēj is the estimate
for E[Ψ] in the jth step. A final estimate is obtained by taking the average
EVQMC =

nstat
1 X

nstat

Ē (j) .

(5)

j=1

The individual estimates Ē of consecutive steps are strongly correlated,
since new walker positions are determined close to the old positions. This
leads to a significant underestimation of the results’ uncertainty if the standard deviation is computed ignoring these correlations. This effect is even
stronger in FPDQMC, where the step size must be chosen much smaller than
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in VQMC. As a remedy we compute the autocorrelation coefficients
ci =

1

nX
stat −i

σ 2 (nstat − i)

j=1

(Ē (j) − EVQMC )(Ē (j+i) − EVQMC ),

(6)

where σ is the standard deviation of the sample of Ē (j) , and determine the
correlation length lcorr that is defined by the criterion clcorr ≤ 0.1 [17]. Then,
we group the Ēj in blocks of length lcorr and compute the standard deviation
σEVQMC of the estimate EVQMC from the average block values. The same
procedure is applied in FPDQMC.
2.1. Correlated Sampling
Correlations, which have a negative effect on the statistical error, can also
be advantageous in VQMC if we want to evaluate E[Ψ] for several similar trial
functions {ΨT,i } at the same time moving only a single ensemble according
to ΨG [7].
i
i
With EL,T
being the local energy of ΨT,i we can compute estimates EVQMC
simulaneously for all trial functions if we take the correction weights
wi = |ΨT,i |2 /Ψ2G

(7)

into account. These weights compensate for the fact that the ensemble is not
distributed according to |ΨT,i |2 but according to Ψ2G . This method works
as long as the individual trial functions are not too different. Otherwise the
weights in Eq. (7) can become very large for individual walkers and fluctuate
strongly [18].
In addition to the saving of computer time by moving only one ensemble,
the method of correlated sampling allows for the computation of the differ(i)
(j)
ence ĒL − ĒL of the energy functionals for different trial functions with
less uncertainty than with individual simulations. Explicitly, one finds for
the standard deviations [7]
2
σ∆E
= σE2 1 + σE2 2 − 2 Cov(E1 , E2 ) < σE2 1 + σE2 2 .
12

(8)

3. Fixed-phase diffusion quantum Monte Carlo
Fixed-phase diffusion quantum Monte Carlo (FPDQMC) is a variant of
the diffusion quantum Monte Carlo method (DQMC) developed for the approximate treatment of complex wavefunctions [9, 10, 11], see Ref. [19] for
6

a recent review restricted to real wave functions. A detailed discussion of
an extension of the FPDQMC method and its shortcomings can be found in
Ref. [20]. In our context the FPDQMC method is a good trade-off between
very high accuracy and still manageable computational cost.
DQMC is a projector method based on the simulation of the importance
sampled imaginary-time (τ = it) Schrödinger equation
1
∂f (R, τ ) 1
= ∆f (R, τ ) − ∇ · (f (R, τ )FQ (R))
∂τ
2
2
− (EL (R) − EOff ) f (R, τ ),

(9)

with f (R, τ ) ≡ ΨG (R)Ψ(R, τ ), where Ψ(R, τ ) is an arbitrary function.
FQ (R) = 2∇ΨG (R)/ΨG (R) is the quantum force and EL (R) = ĤΨG (R)/ΨG (R)
the local energy.
The energy offset EOff is introduced to increase the stability of the simulation and continuously adapted to the current best estimate of the true ground
state energy. By expanding the function Ψ in the basis of eigenfunctions {Ψi }
of Ĥ, i.e.
∞
X
Ψ(R, τ ) =
ci Ψi (R)e−(Ei −EOff )τ ,
(10)
i=0

we see that contributions of excited states are exponentially suppressed with
increasing imaginary time τ and only low-lying state parts remain after a
sufficiently long interval of imaginary time. Hence, the FPDQMC method
can be used to extract information, in our case the binding energy, about the
lowest-lying state of a given symmetry subspace.
For the treatment with Monte Carlo, equation (9) is reformulated in integral form
Z
0
f (R , τ + ∆τ ) = G(R0 , R, ∆τ )f (R, τ )d3N R
(11)
and the Green’s function is written in short-time approximation as
G ≈ GD GB + O(τ 2 ),

(12)

with a “drift-diffusion” term
0

GD (R , R; δτ ) = (2πδτ )

−3N/2

−(R0 − R − δτ FQ (R)/2)2
exp
2δτ
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(13a)

and a “branching” term
 
 
EL,G (R) + EL,G (R0 )
GB (R , R; δτ ) = exp −
− Eoff δτ .
2
0

(13b)

This integral equation can be simulated with an ensemble of random
walkers in configuration space, where each walker moves according to
R = R0 + η +

δτ
F (R0 ).
2

(14)

This movement prescription takes into account the drift-diffusion part GD .
After each step, each walker is split into
C = trunc (Gb (R, R0 ; δτ ) + χ)

(15)

identical copies, where χ ∈ [0, 1) is a uniform random variate. In all following
steps, these C copies move independently. If C = 0 the corresponding walker
is deleted. This copying/deletion step takes into account the branching part
GB of the Green’s function and causes the ensemble to redistribute according to |ΨG φ0 |, where φ0 is the ground state of the corresponding symmetry
subspace.
Eq. (14) violates the detailed-balance condition. To correct for that, an
additional acceptance/rejection step is introduced.[7, 6] The proposed new
position is accepted with probability
A(R0 , R, δτ ) = min [1, q(R0 , R; δτ )] ,
where
q(R0 , R, δτ ) =

GD (R, R0 ; δτ )Ψ2G (R0 )
.
GD (R0 , R; δτ )Ψ2G (R)

(16)

(17)

However, this acceptance step causes only small corrections, with typical
acceptance ratios & 99.5%.
In magnetic fields, the application of DQMC is complicated by the fact
that the true ground state wave function may be complex. One option to
treat this problem is the fixed-phase method FPDQMC, based on work by
Carlson [9] and introduced by Ortiz et al. [11]. Here, the wave function is
split into its modulus and its phase via
Ψ(R, τ ) = |Ψ(R, τ )|eiφ(R,τ ) .
8

(18)

The Schrödinger equation can then also be split into two coupled differential
equations for the modulus and the phase:
!
Ne
X
1
1
2
(19a)
− ∆j + (∇j φ + Aj ) + V (rj ) |Ψ| = 0,
2
2
j=1
Ne
X



∇j · |Ψ|2 (∇j φ + Aj ) = 0.

(19b)

j=1

Within the fixed-phase approximation, one assumes Eq. (19b) to be solved
by the phase of ΨT and solves (19a) under this assumption.
By introducing FPDQMC, only GB in equation (13b) is modified to
  

 
EL,G (R) + EL,G (R0 )
0
GB (R , R; δτ ) = exp − Re
− Eoff δτ , (20)
2
with EL,G = Re(EL,T ). Since one does not optimize the phase of the wave
function, FPDQMC cannot converge to the correct ground state energy, but
one gets an excellent lower bound, i.e. the method is still variational. To
estimate the remaining error in our case, we need to compare with other
methods.
Figure 2 summarizes the course of a FPDQMC simulation. Although the
mathematical background is much more complex, the FPDQMC implementation differs only in the way the walkers move, by the additional branching
term and the slightly more compliated calculation of the energy estimate,
since one has to take into account that the ensemble size W (n) can be different in each step n.
In our implementation FPDQMC is always preceded by a VQMC simulation which distributes the ensemble according to Ψ2G . This initial distribution
allows for a fast convergence of the FPDQMC algorithm.
4. The trial functions
Manteca uses two types of single-particle wave functions from the approximate solutions of the Schrödinger equation obtained via Hartree-Fock
methods. These wave functions differ in accuracy and numerical cost, i.e. the
more flexible an expansion is, the larger is the numerical effort to evaluate
Ψ(R), ∇Ψ(R) and ∆Ψ(R) at a given walker position R.
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Figure 2: Course of a FPDQMC simulation. The simulation starts with an ensemble of
walkers distributed according to Ψ2G in a preceding VQMC simulation. The branching
step ensures the redistribution according to |ΨG φ0 |, while the Metropolis sampling step
ensures detailed balance. The computation of the individual energy estimates is slightly
more complicated than in VQMC as the ensemble size W (n) varies from step to step.

The many-particle wave function is constructed in the most usual way
[7] as a product of Jastrow factors, which are described below, and one or
two Slater determinants S↓ for all electrons with spin down and S↑ for all
electrons with spin up, which in turn are constructed from the single-electron
wave functions obtained in the Hartree-Fock calculation:
Ψ = J S↓ S↑ .

(21)

In case of full spin polarization S↓ contains all electrons and S↑ is omitted.
The most advanced single-particle ansatz from paper 1 uses individual
z-wave functions for each Landau channel Φnm [21, 14] and has the form
ψmν (r) =

N
Lan
X

Pnmν (z)Φnm (ρ, ϕ)

(22)

n=0

for the single-electron state with quantum numbers m and ν, where ν and
m denote the longitudinal excitation number and the magnetic quantum
number, respectively. The individual z-wavefunctions Pnmν are defined in a
B-Spline basis.
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The two earlier ansätze are trial functions in adiabatic approximation
[22], which are defined as [23]
ψmν (r) = Pmν (z)Φ0m (ρ, ϕ),

(23)

considering only contributions of the lowest Landau channel Φ0m , and a less
severely limited ansatz which takes 8 Landau channels into account [24, 12,
13] via
NL
X
tnmν Φnm (ρ, ϕ),
(24)
ψmν (r) = Pmν (z)
n=0

with NL = 7 and a common z-wave function for all Landau channels.
The Slater determinants obtained from the single-particle wave functions are multiplied by Jastrow factors to include two-particle correlations
[25, 26, 27] and to ensure that the wave function fulfills the cusp condition
at two-particle coalescence points. We use two separately implemented Jastrow factors, one for electron-core coalescences and one for electron-electron
coalescences. The electron-core Jastrow factor is implemented as
JNe = exp(−uNe ),

with uNe = Z

Ne
X

ri
1 + bNe ri

(25)

aij rij
,
1 + bee rij

(26)

i=1

and the electron-electron Jastrow factor according to
Jee = exp(−uee ),

with uee =

Ne X
Ne
X
i=1 j<i

where aij = −1/4 for electrons with parallel spin and aij = −1/2 for electrons
with antiparallel spin. bNe and bee are free parameters that are optimized in
a VQMC simulation using correlated sampling.
5. Modifications and extensions to the algorithm
The algorithm discussed so far and the construction of the wave functions
from a combination of Slater determinants and Jastrow factors is fairly common. In some aspects however, we adapted the algorithm specifically to our
problem.
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5.1. Initialisation of the ensemble for VQMC
It is important to choose starting points for VQMC simulations in such a
way that the walkers quickly find the relevant regions of the wave function.
[28] A simple choice for initial positions could be, e.g., uniformly distributed
points in a hypercube. Due to the very different shapes of the single-particle
wave functions, a more sophisticated method has shown to be much faster
and more reliable. Here, we first determine starting coordinates for each
electron separately in 3-dimensional space, where the walkers are distributed
randomly within ρ ∈ [ρmin , ρmax ] and z within the B-Spline basis. This initial
ensemble is moved according to the Metropolis algorithm.
For maximum flexibility and reliability we equilibrate the walkers in 3dimensional space for spin-down electrons according to the wave functions
ψi↓,init = c1 |ψi↓ | +

Ne↓
X

c0 |ψj↓ |,

(27)

j=1
j6=i

p
p
with c0 = 1/ Ne↓ + 15 and c1 = 4/ Ne↓ + 15. The ansatz for spin-up
electrons is chosen accordingly. The
p expressions for c0 and c1 were found
empirically. The scaling factor 1/ Ne↓ + 15 is chosen in such a way that
the absolute value of ψi↓,init is approximately the same as for a normal single
electron wave function. The definition of c0 and c1 further ensures a strong
weighting of the diagonal terms in the Slater determinant but also allows
for nonzero off-diagonal terms, whereas electrons with different spins are not
mixed.
The final positions for all walkers for each electron can then be combined
to 3Ne -dimensional starting positions in full configuration space.
5.2. Preparation of the guiding wave functions
A very accurate guiding function is a mixed blessing. On the one hand,
we expect better results from highly precise approximations to the real solution of the Schrödinger equation. On the other hand it can be costly to
numerically evaluate the wave function along with its derivatives.
The single electron wave functions defined in Eqs. (23) and (24) can
be evaluated very efficiently because they feature a single z-wave function
and one Landau level or a combination of Landau levels. Especially for low
magnetic field strengths, where the condition β  1 is not met, however,
these wave function types suffer from a large loss of accuracy.
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The accuracy of our results with wave functions from the ansatz (22)
is significantly higher, but this ansatz requires the evaluation of individual
z-wave functions for 31 Landau levels, making the computation of function
values more costly roughly also by a factor of 31.
We were able to greatly increase the efficiency of our program without a
significant loss of accuracy by reducing the number of Landau levels that we
take into account when feasible.
Electrons with a high probability density |ψ|2 close to the nucleus are
strongly influenced by the Coulomb potential and therefore the cylindrical
expansion (22) converges slowly and it is sensible to use the full set of Landau
channels. Electrons however with high probability density far away from the
core, i.e. with high excitations ν or large magnetic quantum numbers |m|
can be described well enough with 2 or 3 Landau levels.
Therefore, we have to remove non-significant channels before using such
states in Manteca. For this task we have written the small program refiner
that is part of the 2DLHFR package from paper 1. This program analyses the single-electron wave functions and removes Landau channels if their
contributions to the binding energy are smaller than 10−3 Ry.
5.3. Optimization of the Jastrow factors
The free parameters bNe and bee in Eqs. (25) and (26) need to be optimized
for each individual state. In the literature there exist extensive references
concerning the optimization of Jastrow factors with a large numbers of free
parameters, see e.g. [29, 18, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. With only two parameters
in our case, however, a simple optimization scheme is sufficient. Here, we
construct a set of wave functions with different values of (bNe , bee ), perform a
VQMC simulation with correlated sampling and take the function with the
lowest energy as our trial function for FPDQMC.
Figure 3 shows an example of such an optimization. The straight line
represents the energy of the pure Hartree-Fock solution as trial function.
The dashed line shows the results for the binding energies when an electroncore Jastrow factor is added, depending on the value of the free parameter
bNe . The solid line finally shows the results with the electron-electron Jastrow
factor with the best value for the parameter bee that was found in this twodimensional optimization.
Im comparison to the results of the pure Hartree-Fock wave function, the
addition of Jastrow factors causes a significant increase of the binding energy
and therefore a better guiding function.
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Figure 3: Jastrow factor optimization for the ground state of neon for B = 107 T.

5.4. Optimal stepsize in FPDQMC
The short-time approximation in Eq. (12) yields an error of order O(δτ 2 )
but with a prefactor that strongly depends on the employed guiding function.
As our algorithm should be applicable to a variety of different states for
different elements and a wide range of magnetic field strengths, we need a
clear criterion for a step size δτ such that the time-step error is negligible
on the one hand and that δτ is as large as possible in order to minimize
the correlation of the data. To minimize the time-step error in all cases, we
implemented the modifications to the quantum force proposed by Umrigar
et al. [35]. Here, the quantum force and the local energy are modified close
to nodes of the guiding functions.
In addition to that, we found the average absolute value of the logarithm of the branching weight h| ln(GB )|i . 10−3 to be a good indicator
for a suitable step size. Large branching rates imply that the trial wave
function strongly deviates from the exact solution and thus indicate the possible failure of the short-time approximation. Very small branching rates,
however, denote too small time steps causing large data correlations and
thus bad statistics. Extensive calculations for a variety of electronic systems
and with guiding functions of different qualities showed that for a value of
h| ln GB |i ≈ 10−3 , i.e. each walker is copied or deleted in each step with a
probability of approximately 0.1%, the time-step error is still negligible and,
at the same time, we keep data correlations as small as possible. We implemented a routine that performs very small FPDQMC test runs to determine
14
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Figure 4: Results from FPDQMC calculations for the ground state of helium at B =
5 × 107 T in dependence of different averaged absolute values of the logarithm of the
branching weights h| ln GB |i.

a step size such that the targeted average branching rate is matched.
An example of the dependence of the energy results on the value of
h| ln(GB )|i is shown in Fig. 4. There, we compare the energies when we
use the Hartree-Fock solution alone as trial function and the energies when
Jastrow factors are added and the Umrigar correction algorithm is used. In
the latter case, the energy results are stable for h| ln GB |i ≤ 10−2 , whereas
the energies of the pure Hartree-Fock guiding function do not converge up to
h| ln GB |i ≈ 7 × 10−4 . This shows shows that especially the Jastrow factors
cause a large reduction of the time-step error. Smaller values of h| ln(GB )|i
obviously correspond to smaller time steps.
5.5. Aging walkers
In rare cases, it can happen in FPDQMC that a walker gets stuck at a
certain position in configuration space without an appreciable chance of leaving it again. Umrigar et. al. [35] coined the term “persistent configuration”
for this phenomenon. Such a walker can cause the simulation to crash if its
branching weight is larger than 1 at its position because it will create copies
that are also stuck and will also create copies such that after a few steps this
15

walker dominates the ensemble. To avoid such a phenomenon, we introduce
a walker age aW , an approach similar to the one proposed in Ref. [35]. The
walker age is defined as the number of consecutive steps in which it did not
move. We leave walkers with ages 0 and 1 unchanged but prevent walkers
with aW ≥ 2 from branching by changing their branching weight to
GB = exp[−0, 1(aW − 2)].

(28)

This causes these walkers to be deleted very quickly and prevents a disturbing
influence on the simulation. Of course, the age is inherited to all copies of
this walker. At the same time this is only a minimal modification of the
algorithm that does not cause an error of any significance because of the
high acceptance ratios in FPDQMC above 99.5%.
6. Results and accuracies
Quantum Monte Carlo methods are generally very accurate. We thoroughly discussed the accuracy of the results obtained with our FPDQMC
implementation in Ref. [14]. There, we compared our results for several
helium states to Full CI calculations by Becken et al.[1] and Becken and
Schmelcher[2, 3]. Their values represent the most accurate values for the
binding energies of helium in strong magnetic fields that we know of.
Table 1 shows our results for the high-field ground state and the first
excited state of the corresponding symmetry subspace for helium, lithium
and beryllium for several magnetic field strengths compared with results
from Full CI calculations [2, 4, 5].
We compute a slightly lower binding energy for the helium and lithium
ground state, but higher binding energies for the beryllium ground state.
It is remarkable that for low magnetic field strengths, where the 2DLHFR
results already lose some accuracy, FPDQMC improves the binding energies
by several percent and even here reaches a very high level of accuracy.
Our results for the excited states are not strictly variational, but are still
in good agreement with the Full CI values. This strongly hints on our trial
functions for the excited states being almost orthogonal to the ground states,
which in general makes FPDQMC computations for excited states possible
[19].
The strength of our FPDQMC approach, next to its accuracy that is
comparable to Full CI results, is its high flexibility concerning the number
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Table 1: FPDQMC results for helium, lithium and beryllium. We compare our results
for the high-field ground state and the first excited state in the corresponding symmetry
subspace with results from Full-CI calculations by Becken and Schmelcher [2] and AlHujaj and Schmelcher [4, 5]. The states are labelled using the single-electron notation
−mν described in paper 1.

helium
00 10
β

FPDQMC

0,25
0,40
0,50
0,80
1,00
2,50
5,00
10,00
25,00
50,00

2,61727(14)
2,83353(11)
2,96359(11)
3,30747(8)
3,50749(7)
4,62438(6)
5,83810(6)
7,43933(6)
10,28293(7)
13,10334(11)

2DHFR
2,517
2,772
2,913
3,273
3,478
4,606
5,822
7,422
10,261
13,073

00 12
Ref. [2]

FPDQMC

2,620021
2,34637(13)
2,835619
2,49015(12)
2,965504
2,57346(10)
3,308774
2,80085(8)
3,508911
2,93732(7)
4,625491
3,72013(5)
5,839475
4,58415(5)
7,440556
5,73246(4)
10,2841
7,77844(5)
13,10478
9,80789(6)
lithium

00 10 20
β
1,0
2,5
5,0

FPDQMC
7,52702(24)
9,58838(14)
11,95495(11)

2DHFR
7,398
9,529
11,910

1,0
2,5
5,0

FPDQMC
13,1731(7)
16,3213(4)
20,0402(3)

2DHFR
12,759
16,154
19,940

2,239
2,420
2,519
2,770
2,912
3,705
4,574
5,724
7,771
9,801

Ref. [2]
2,348197
2,486853
2,572178
2,802301
2,938822
3,718569
4,582689
5,731115
7,777100
9,806638

00 10 22
Ref. [4]

FPDQMC

7,530125
7,03553(22)
9,591769
8,79881(14)
11,957294 10,84041(11)
beryllium

00 10 20 30
β

2DHFR

2DHFR
6,911
8,745
10,805

Ref. [4]
7,038917
8,799910
10,841017

00 10 20 32
Ref. [5]
13,1762
16,3139
20,0242
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FPDQMC
12,7250(7)
15,5954(4)
19,0093(3)

2DHFR

Ref. [5]

12,317
15,434
18,918

12,7321
15,5887
18,9887

of electrons. Already for beryllium as a four electron system we outmatch
the Full CI approach which reaches its limits there due to a rapidly growing
base size.[5] On the other hand, FPDQMC in conjunction with 2DHLFR is
capable of treating systems with up to 26 electrons with reasonable accuracy.
It remains to be noted that a higher level of accuracy than which we
can reach with the 2DLHFR-FPDQMC combination is probably not of vital
importance in the context of astrophysical applications, especially in the
investigation of neutron stars, where the observed X-ray spectra have quite
large inaccuracies and a low spectral resolution, see e.g. [36].
7. Program description
The Manteca program has been documented using doxygen.[37] Details
on the implementation can be looked up in this documentation and we only
give a brief overview here.
We use Lapack routines for the computation of the Slater determinants
and the SLATEC library for the evaluation of B-Splines. The wavefunctions are implemented in a hierarchical structure. On the base level we have
the single-electron wave functions that we construct from the Hartree-Fock
results and the Jastrow factors. Finally, the trial function is constructed
from these constituents via objects representing mathematical functions, i.e.
product, Hartree product and Slater determinant. The single electron wave
functions for all electrons of spin down and spin up, respectively, are combined in separate Slater determinants. These two determinants are combined
in a Hartree product and finally we add the Jastrow factors and the Hartree
product to a normal product. We use the boost::shared_ptr construct that
is now part of the C++11 standard for a safe and efficient implementation
of this structure.
7.1. State files
Manteca uses the file ending of the state files to decide whether the current
Hartree Fock trial function is described in the full two dimensional basis of Eq.
(22) (aclb) or in the simpler expansions given in Eqs. (23) and (24) (aib).
The structure of the state files is described in detail in the documentation.
7.2. Options
Manteca can be operated by providing options either via an ini-file or on
the command line or by a combination of both methods, where options given
on the command line overwrite those in an ini-file.
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help Shows a list of all available options and their descriptions.
To start a first calculation, the user should at least provide the following
options:
p <file> Manteca will use the state file <file>.
L <file> Manteca will use all state files given in the list <file> and consecutively perform all calculations for them.
dqmc Manteca will make a FPDQMC simulation. By default it only performs
VQMC.
dqmc_tau Step size δτ for FPDQMC. If a proper step size is unknown, an
optimization is recommended that will use this value as starting point.
optimize_lnGB This option starts such an optimization of the step size.
The value of h| ln GB |i that Manteca tries to reach can be modified
with lnGB_desired <value>
n_walkers <number> Number of walkers. Small rounding errors can occur
here as the walkers are evenly distributed on all available nodes.
The accuracy of the results can be significantly improved when Jastrow factors are used. These are added with the following options:
jastrow_opt Optimize the b-parameters for the Jastrow factors and then
add these factors to the guiding function. This option must be used
together with the options
JMax <MaxNuc> <MaxEE>, JMin <MinNuc> <MinEE> that provide the search
intervals for bNe and bee .
If good b parameters are already known, Jastrow factors can be directly
added via
use_nuc_jastrow <b> Adds an electron-core Jastrow factor with parameter
b to the trial function.
use_EE_jastrow <b> Adds an electron-electron Jastrow factor with parameter b to the trial function.
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This allows the user to divide the task of optimizing the wave function and
computing binding energies with it into smaller calculations. This is useful
on environments where CPU time is strictly limited.
Sometimes it can be useful to be able to exactly reproduce a simulation.
Normally, Manteca’s random number generator is initialised with the system
time t in seconds (and t+n on other nodes, where n is the nodes number), but
it is also possible to explicitly provide a seed with the seed <seed> option.
Manteca prints the seed for each simulation into the results file. With the
same seed on the same number of nodes, Manteca will always obtain exactly
the same result.
7.3. An example calculation
The ini-file example.ini provides Manteca with instructions to compute
the binding energy for the helium ground state in a magnetic field of B =
107 T on a single core in about 30 minutes. As we explicitly provide a fixed
seed, the result of this computation should always be an estimate of E =
9.71268(72) Ha. To start a computation with this file the user should change
to the folder where manteca has been compiled and type in the following
command:
seriell/manteca -p example/heliumGSB21.2719-r.aclb -ini example/Example.ini
√
The uncertainty of the results of a Monte Carlo simulation decreases as 1/ N
with the number N of independent estimates and the numerical effort to
evaluate the wave function grows approximately as Ne2 with the number of
electrons, because the dominant factor is the evaluation of the single-electron
wave functions and not the computation of the Slater determinant which
grows ∼ Ne3 .
Hence, except for relatively simple examples with 2-3 electrons and relatively low precision, simulations take unacceptably long on a single processor.
A parallel computation can be started quite similarly to the single core
case with the command
mpirun -hostfile <hostfile> parallel/manteca <instructions>
7.4. Output files
Manteca puts all output in a folder Output that is a subfolder of the
location where it is executed. This folder is not created if it does not exist.
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The output of Manteca is written to several files. The results of the
VQMC and the FPDQMC calculations are written to corresponding files in
the simple form E(σ), i.e. the given energy value followed by the standard
deviation in parantheses. The results of both calculations together with the
step size δτ used in FPDQMC, the resulting value of h| ln(GB |i, the average
acceptance ratio and the correlation length, as well as the number of deleted
and copied walkers is additionally written to a file giving a compact overview
over the simulation. Finally, all output to standard output and error streams
is written to a detailed output file.
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